The influence of the nearest neighbor and next-nearest neighbor water molecules on the strength of the hydrogen (H) bonds was examined for the polyhedral clusters of cubic (H 2 O) 8 , dodecahedral (H 2 O) 20 and tetrakaidecahedral (H 2 O) 24 cages. The relative stability and the characteristics of the H bond networks are also studied. The charge-transfer (CT) and dispersion interaction terms of every pair of H bonds are evaluated using perturbation theory based on the locally-projected molecular orbitals (LPMO PT). Every water molecule and every H-bonded pair in these polyhedral clusters are classified by the types of the neighbor molecules and H bonds. The relative binding energies among the polyhedral clusters are grouped by these classifications. The optimized OÁ Á ÁO distances, which are strongly correlated with the calculated pairwise CT terms, are dependent on the 49 sub-groups of the H bonds determined by the type of the neighbor molecules. The electronic origin of this dependence is analyzed using Mulliken's charge-transfer theory, and employing a few assumptions, the analytical formulas for the contribution of the CT terms to the H bond energy are derived.
Introduction
Among the finite size of pure water clusters, the polyhedral forms exhibit some unique features. The cubic cage of (H 2 O) 8 consists of 6 four-membered rings (4 6 ), 1 the dodecahedral cage of (H 2 O) 20 consists of 12 five-membered rings (5 12 ), 1, 2 and the tetrakaidecahedral cage of (H 2 O) 24 consists of 12 fivemembered rings and 2 six-membered rings ( 5 12 6 2 ). 1, 3 There are several graph theoretical studies for water clusters, 1,4-9 and some are specific for polyhedral forms, and the others are more general. These studies showed that there are 14 distinct isomers of the cubic cage of (H 2 O) 8 , while there are 30 026 symmetry-distinct configurations for the dodecahedral cage of (H 2 O) 20 , 1,5 and 3 043 836 for the tetrakaidecahedral cage of (H 2 O) 24 . 3, 6 Every water molecule in these polyhedral clusters participates in three hydrogen bonds (H bonds) to neighbors; one hydrogen-donating OH and two hydrogen-accepting OÁ Á ÁH (hereafter, this type of water is called daa), 2, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] or two hydrogen-donating OH and one hydrogen-accepting OÁ Á ÁH (dda). Anick called them F and L, respectively. 7, 8 Water dda (F) has a ''free'' OH, often called a dangling OH bond. The polyhedral cages consist of n/2 dda and n/2 daa water molecules. 7 Therefore, there are only four types of hydrogen bonds in the polyhedral clusters, viz. daa(daa, daa(dda, dda(daa, and dda(dda. Among them, the bond dda(daa is the strongest. [16] [17] [18] Smith and Dang called the bonds ''defect'' if both of the neighbor pair are either dda or daa, suggesting that dda(dda and daa(daa are weaker than the other types of pairs. 1, 2 Because of the fixed arrangement of the oxygen atoms among numerous distinct isomers and the restricted types of the hydrogen bonds in the clusters, the polyhedral water clusters are ideal to probe the characteristics of the hydrogen bonded networks and the factors determining the strength of the H bonds. The above four types of H bonds are further subgrouped by the types of the neighboring water molecules. One of the ways is to use the ''topological index'' of an H bond x, 19 which is defined as a sum of the number of dd neighbors at the H donor and the number of aa neighbors at the H acceptor. The index ranges from 0 to 4. Thus, there are 20 subsets of the types of the H bonds. Anick used the index in his analysis of the calculated OH harmonic frequencies, and further classified the H bonds by introducing the descriptors (t 1P ,t 1Q ) for the H acceptor and (t 2P ,t 2Q ) for the H donor; their values are 0 if the neighbor (secondary) water is daa, and 1 if the neighbor water is dda. 8, 20, 21 With this classification, there are 49 sub-groups of the H bonds (see below). Using these descriptors, he demonstrated that the H bond distances can be fitted linearly. He further extended the models to include the influence from the ternary water molecules. Recently, one of the present authors (S.I.) has developed the perturbation theory based on the locally projected molecular orbital (LPMO PT) and applied it to several molecular clusters. 22, 23 The zero-order energy is exactly free of Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) with any basis set, and because of the proper definition of the excited orbitals, the perturbation correction is approximately BSSE-free. 24 By using the augmented basis functions, and by adding the dispersion (Disp) terms properly, the method provides reasonably accurate binding energies for H bonded clusters, halogen bonded dimers and weak chargetransfer (CT) complexes. 23, 25 One of the advantages of this method is that the contribution to the interaction energy from the CT terms can be expressed by a sum of the terms of every pair of H bonded molecules as the contributions from the Disp terms are. The pairwise terms of the CT and Disp terms in the water clusters have been shown to be strongly correlated with the H bond distance in water clusters, 26, 27 and they have been used as an alternative measure of the strength of the H bonds in analyzing the H bonded networks in (H 2 O) 20 and (H 2 O) 25 .
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The present paper is an extension of these previous studies to representative polyhedral water clusters. With the aid of the CT term of each H bond, the electronic origins of the dependence of the H bond strength on the types of the neighboring waters and on the H bond networks are elucidated. To analyze them, we adopt the classical model theory of the charge-transfer (electron-donor-aceptor) interaction proposed by Mulliken. 28 The wave function for an H bond A ( D is given by
where A and D stand for the hydrogen acceptor and donor. [29] [30] [31] The electron donor orbital is the non-bonding orbital of the hydrogen acceptor water molecule A, and the electron acceptor orbital is the anti-bonding s OH * of the hydrogen donor water molecule D. These frontier molecular orbitals, which participate the CT electronic configurations, undergo changes by the neighboring H bonds. Based on a few simple assumptions, the analytical forms of the CT contributions to the H bond energy of 49 sub-groups defined by Anick 8, 21 are derived, and they are well correlated with the H bond distances and with the calculated CT terms, averaged over all of cube isomers of (H 2 O) 8 and over 13 most stable dodecahedral (H 2 O) 20 . The model theory can be extended to any H bonded networks, which are found in more complicated caged clusters than in the polyhedral clusters.
The goals of the present study are (1) to demonstrate that the strength of H bonds is influenced by the types of the other two neighbor H bonds in the polyhedral water clusters and that accordingly, there are 49 sub-grouped H bonds, whose strengths are distinct from those of the others, and (2) to elucidate the electronic origin of this dependence in terms of the Mulliken's CT theory. (3) Besides, the relative stability among the isomers is related to the different numbers of the sub-grouped H bonds in the isomers.
Theoretical and computational procedure
The binding energy and pairwise energy
The perturbation expansion theory based on the locally projected molecular orbital (LPMO PT) has been previously developed by one of the authors. 22, 23, 25, [32] [33] [34] Here we describe only a few salient features that pertain to the current discussion. The zero order wave function C LPMO for a molecular cluster is a single Slater determinant constructed from sets of strictly local MOs variationally determined by a coupled set of Hartree-Fock equations. The equations are derived under the strong constraint that the occupied MOs for each molecule are expanded only with the basis sets placed on that molecule. The zero and first order wave function is
The contribution from the local excitations is non-zero only at the third order and always much smaller than the CT terms, because the occupied LPMOs are canonical within each molecule. In other words, E LPMO BindE does contain most of the induction terms, which are defined by the second order perturbation theory expanded in terms of the products of the wave functions of the isolated monomers. According to the previous literature, [35] [36] [37] the induction terms are the contribution from the products in which one of the wave functions of the monomers is for the excited state, and the dispersion terms are that from the products in which two of the wave functions are for the excited states. The polarization terms are the sum of both. Under this formalism, the CT terms are a part of the induction terms, but note that E LPMO BindE in our theory does not contain the CT terms, which are separately evaluated by the second and third order PT as E CT+LE . By using the MC + BS (monomer-centered plus basis sets), which allows that the excited orbitals are delocalized over molecules, the SAPT could evaluate the CT contribution. 37 In the polarizable model functions such as TTM2-R, 38 the atomic (not molecular) centered polarizability might be able to effectively include the CT contributions. The term E LPMO BindE in eqn (3) is the dominant term in the binding energy. The LPMO wave function C LPMO is a single Slater determinant, and in that sense, it is a kind of the supermolecule wave function. Therefore, the decomposition of E LPMO BindE to the sum of electrostatic, exchange-repulsion, and induction terms requires further model calculations, and in particular, for the clusters of many molecules, the analysis is not straightforward.
The CT term for a pair of water molecules is used to identify the H bond. Because the clusters studied in the present study are of polyhedral form, the O-O distance or O-HO distance can be used as the criteria of the H bond, as often used. In the previous studies, 26 the CT criteria helped to find the weak H bonds in some complex cage structures of water clusters and to locate the cyclic networks. Subsequently, the hydrogen bonding matrix H B , defined by Miyake and Aida, 9 is constructed from the digraph for the cluster. 4 By manipulating the matrix, the types of the water molecules and of the hydrogen bonds are identified. To analyze the clusters, a code was developed with python3/numpy.
Computational details
The geometries of cubic water clusters (H 2 O) 8 were optimized with the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level in the present study. For (H 2 O) 20 we used the thirteen isomers optimized by Xantheas at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level, 39 which are among a larger set of isomers determined by empirical potential energy functions. The isomers of tetrakaidecahedral (H 2 O) 24 are the 20 most stable ones, optimized at the DFT/B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level. 40 A few additional higher lying stable isomers are selected for comparison. The calculations were carried out using the in-house ab initio MO package, MOLYX, on a local Mac Pro and on the SGI UV2000 at the RCCS, Okazaki Research facilities of National Institutes of Natural Science (NINS). The required computer resources for (H 2 O) 24 /aug-cc-pVDZ on the SGI UV 2000 were 32 cores (16G memory each) and 236 h 42 m cpu (11 h 05 m wall) time for LPMO 3SPT + Disp. The present code is partially parallelized using OpenMP.
Results and discussion

Relative energies
The relative energies of the polyhedral cages of (H 2 O) n isomers for n = 8, 20 and 24 studied in the present work are shown in Fig. 1 . Table 1 compares the relative (with respect to the most , respectively. 41 The corresponding 42 and À112.
41 Table 1 and Fig. 1a clearly show that in terms of the stability there are four groups of the cubic (H 2 O) 8 isomers, whose Schlegel diagrams are given in Fig. 2 . 43 The corresponding ball-and-stick figures are given in ESI. † Fig. 3 shows the correlation between the CT and dispersion (Disp) terms and the OÁ Á ÁO distance for every pair of the H bonds in all cubic (H 2 O) 8 isomers and in the thirteen dodecahedral (H 2 O) 20 isomers studied. The plots distinguish four types of the H bonds, viz. daa(daa, daa(dda, dda(daa, and dda(dda; for each type. The strongest H bonds are of the dda(daa type, as previously reported. 8, 10, 12, 17, 44 By proposing the 'Strong-Weak-Effective-Bond' (SWEB), Kirov, Fanourgakis and Xantheas classified the H bonds on the surface of polyhedral water clusters to five groups, namely t1d, t1a, c2, c0 and c1a. 44 Their classification was based on the relative orientations as well as the connectivity to neighbors. As shown in Fig. 3 , the present four types correspond to theirs except that our daa(dda includes both t1a and c1a. Similarly, Chihaia et al. classified the H bonds in the buckyball water clusters to five types. 3 By explicitly counting the types of the neighboring water molecules, Kuo et al. defined the ''topological index'' x for H bonds as a sum of the number of dd neighbors at the H donor and the number of aa neighbors at the H acceptor. 19, 21 The index was shown to be related to the H bond distance. Anick further classified the H bonds by introducing the descriptors (4) .
c The number of dda(s,t) type waters; (s,t) = (0,3), (1,2), (2,1), (3,0). daa(s,t) = dda(t,s). See text. (t 1P ,t 1Q ) for the H acceptor and (t 2P ,t 2Q ) for the H donor; there are 49 sub-groups of H bonds, 8, 20 which are more explicitly analyzed below in detail. The binding energy of the clusters is correlated with the types of the H bonds in the cluster. The first column of Table 1 is the label of the cubic (H 2 O) 8 isomers; the first number of the label is the number of the pairs, M dda(aad , of dda(daa, which is the strongest among the four types of the H bonds. The total binding energies are grouped by M dda(daa , which is equivalent to parameter b FL defined by Anick. 8 He demonstrated that the total energy of the cube isomers is linear to b FL . Among the isomers of M dda(daa = 2, the first two isomers, which have the mirror-imaged isomers, are more stable than the next four isomers. To examine the cause of the difference among the M = 2 isomers, the dda water molecules are further subgrouped by the types of three nearest neighbor water molecules as dda(s,t) with (s,t) = (0,3), (1,2), (2,1), or (3,0), where (s,t) implies that the water molecule bonds to s water molecules of the dda type and t water molecules of the daa type. The list (0,4,0,0) implies that isomers 2-1 and 2-2 have four dda (1, 2) . Their Schlegel diagrams show that every (triangle) dda molecule has one triangle dda and two squares daa as the neighbor molecules. The number of dda(2,1) waters is equivalent to a Th of Anick, 8 who showed that larger a Th clusters are less stable. The next four isomers share the common list (1,2,1,0). Among the isomers of M dda(daa = 1, the first three of them have the common list (0,2,2,0), and their binding energies are quite close to each other. This dependence of the relative stability on the list of the sub-groups of water molecules in the cluster is the consequence of the strong dependence of the H bond strength on the pairs of neighboring molecules. To demonstrate it clearly, some of the pairs of the H bonds are explicitly indicated in Fig. 3 24 in the present study. As mentioned in the Introduction, there is a large number of isomers, which belong to the other lists.
Effect of the next-nearest-neighbor hydrogen bonds
In polyhedral water clusters, there are seven types of H donors and of H acceptors, depending on the types of two neighboring waters. When a dda water (triangle in Fig. 2 and 4) is a hydrogen donor for a hydrogen bond, this water has an H donating to a neighbor water and an HO accepting from a neighbor water. Because the neighbor waters are either dda or daa, as shown in the first row of Fig. 4 , there are four types of the hydrogen donors of dda depending on the types of waters at the other end of the neighbor hydrogen bonds. Symbol À dd dda a daa implies that the hydrogen donor, À dda, donates a H atom to a neighbor dda water and accepts a H atom from a neighbor daa water. As shown in the Tables 2 and 3 , and the lower seven hydrogen acceptors correspond to the row. second row of Fig. 4, when 
accepting from the neighboring waters, and there are three types of the hydrogen donor daa in polyhedral water clusters. Similarly, when a dda water is the hydrogen acceptor in a hydrogen bond, as shown in the third row of Fig. 4 , there are three types of hydrogen acceptors, depending on the neighbor waters. On the other hand, when a daa water is a hydrogen acceptor, the fourth row of Fig. 4 shows that there are four types of the hydrogen acceptors. Symbol d dda d dda À a implies that the hydrogen acceptor is dda, donating a H atom to two dda waters. Thus, if two neighbor waters of both of the hydrogen donor and acceptor waters are taken into account, there are 49 types of H bonds as shown in Fig. 4 . 8 These 49 sub-groups of the hydrogen bonds are same with those characterized by the descriptors (t 1P ,t 1Q ) for the H acceptor and (t 2P ,t 2Q ) for the H donor by Anick. 20 The average hydrogen bond length R(OÁ Á ÁO) and the CT term for each type of the hydrogen bonds are given in Table 2 for (H 2 O) 8 and in Table 3 for (H 2 O) 20 . In Table 2 , the ''topological index'', x, of Kuo et al. is given in square brackets. 19 The values in the tables are the averaged ones over all isomers studied; note that for (H 2 O) 8 all of the possible polyhedral isomers are studied, but for (H 2 O) 20 only the most stable thirteen isomers are examined. Therefore, the averaged value for the H bond types for (H 2 O) 20 is favored for the strong H bonds, and therefore, 24 is very similar to Table 3 for (H 2 O) 20 . Because the clusters of (H 2 O) 24 were optimized at the DFT/B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level, while the clusters of (H 2 O) 8 and (H 2 O) 20 were optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level, the direct numerical comparison is not meaningful.
As shown in Tables 2 and 3 are split to four blocks of dda(daa, dda(dda, daa(daa, and daa(dda; which correspond to four symbols in Fig. 3 . In each block, smaller xs (the values in square brackets) are for larger CT terms and shorter H bond distances. The ''defect'' H bonds, as defined by Smith and Dang, 2 are those in the upper left and lower right blocks in tables. The large distribution of the plots for the same types of the H bonds found in Fig. 3 results from the dependence Fig. 4 for the types of hydrogen donors and of acceptors. See Fig. 4 for the types of hydrogen donors and of acceptors.
of the H bond strength on the types of two neighbor water molecules. Table 4 shows the average CT energy and OÁ Á ÁO distance for four of the strongest types of the H bonded pairs in the (H 2 O) 24 isomers in Fig. 1(c 
where b AÀD is the resonance integral and C Recently Xu and coworkers computationally demonstrated the linear dependence of the ionization energy and electron affinity on a small fractional charge, 47 using their double hybrid DFT. 48 The following linear forms
are used in Assumption B. The linear coefficients p W and ã W are positive, because the electron is more tightly bound as the system is more positive. By inserting eqn (7) and (8) into eqn (6) and by assuming the change is small, the coefficient can be expanded as
The second line defines the positive parameters, p 
Effective net charges for the Frontier orbitals
The simplest hydrogen bond is a water dimer, W(W, which can be thought of as a reference system for the chains of H bonds. The net charge d of both molecules is zero, and thus O = 0. The coefficient is W da (W d , is changed as in eqn (7). Thus, the CT coefficient for the new H bond, eqn (6), is
where d(W da ) = Àz W 2 . By using eqn (10) and (13)
Thus, the ENCFO of molecule À W d in the chain is
For further analysis, the formulas are simplified by reducing the subscripts. The resonance integral b AÀD is an exponentially decaying function of R(OÁ Á ÁO), and the Coulomb term C A þ ÀD À is proportional to the inverse of R(O-O). As Tables 2 and 3 show, R(O-O) varies depending on the pairs of the H donor and acceptor. But for the time being, we adopt an ambitious Assumption C that
By neglecting the higher order of z W 2 , we have
So when molecule À W d becomes an H acceptor to a new H bond, its effective net charge for the frontier orbital (ENCFO) is negative, and its ionization energy decreases, and thus it becomes a better electron donor (H acceptor).
The next H bond arrangement examined is ((W a () Fig. 4 . Because molecule W dda has two donating OH, two of the s OH * orbitals accept the electron from the H acceptor molecules, and d(W dda ) = À2z W 2 , if the two s OH * orbitals do not interfere with each other (Assumption D). Thus we have
The H acceptor d dda d dda À a has two of the above chain as
Again by assuming no interference of the H bonds, we obtain the ENCFO and the characteristic factor for the hydrogen acceptor water of row-1 in Table 2 as
Another chain of the type À W a ((W da (W d ) is examined, where the H acceptor of a water dimer, W da (W d , is an H donor in the new H bond. In eqn (6) 
Therefore, the CT coefficient is
where d(W da ) = z W 2 is used. The ENCFO of the end water of the chain under the above assumptions is
and this chain is found in the rightest chain of four types of the hydrogen acceptors at the bottom of Fig. 4 . From eqn (17) and (21), the ENCFO cannot be the net charges of molecules in the chain water trimer, W(W(W, because the sum of the two terms are not zero, unless p W = a W . The ENCFO, therefore, is the hypothetical quantity to estimate the changes of the ionization energy and the electron affinity in Mulliken's CT theory.
For
, which is found at the right half of d dda a dda À a in Fig. 4 ,
Thus,
By combining eqn (25) with eqn (18), we have for d dda a dda À a,
By repeating the above procedure, we have
In the study on the cubic isomers of X À (H 2 O) 7 (X = F and Cl), 41 Tables 2 and 3 are
The charge-transfer term in the Mulliken theory is Table 2 . The large step between the fifth column ( À da dda a dda ) and the fourth column ( À dd daa a daa ) corresponds to the well-known empirical rule that the daa water is a better H donor than the dda molecule. The step between the third row (d daa d dda À a) and the fourth row (d dda a dda À a) also corresponds to the rule that dda is a better H acceptor. The four blocks in Tables 2 and 3 while the sum for the weakest one is
As is seen in To further demonstrate the relation between the sum of the
, and the CT terms and OÁ Á ÁO distances, a matrix is constructed by extracting the columns and rows of Tables 2 and 3 , and is shown in Fig. 5 . Because all the parameters are safely assumed to be positive and z o 1, the large CT terms and short OÁ Á ÁO distances strongly are correlated with the sum. View Article Online the top row, where ''*'' implies that no data are available in 20 and four membered rings in (H 2 O) 8 , resulting in less strain in the ring structure for (H 2 O) 20 than for (H 2 O) 8 . However, the above analysis based on Mulliken's CT theory strongly supports an alternative cause, namely that the longer lengths of the hydrogen bond chains in (H 2 O) 20 influence the hydrogen bond strength. As shown above, the change in ENCFO propagates positively or negatively through the long hydrogen bonded chain. In his regression analysis, 21 Anick added the parameters of the contribution from the ternary water molecules (next-nearest neighbors), and Recently Akase and Aida examined the type and size dependence of the dipole moment of a water molecule in various geometric configurations of water clusters (H 2 O) n , n = 2-10, 15 using the all-atom polarizable model potential, TTM2-R. 49 The dipole moments of dda and daa waters do slowly converge up to n = 8. This finding supports that the difference between (H 2 O) 8 and (H 2 O) 20 in Tables 2 and 3 and in Fig. 5 results from the size dependence of the CT interaction and of the hydrogen bond strength. Similarly Bakó and Mayer reported the collective effects on the dipole moments caused by ''non-immediate environment'' in water clusters. 50 It suggests that the regression analysis for a set of the water clusters should have better carried out with a constant size, to avoid the unintentional statistical errors, 1, 8, 12, 20, 51 unless the lengths of the H bonded networks are taken into account.
Concluding remarks
The influence of the neighbor and next-neighbor water molecules on the strength of the H bonds was examined for the polyhedral clusters of (H 2 O) 8 , (H 2 O) 20 and (H 2 O) 24 . The polyhedral water clusters are suitable for the study, because they have only two types of molecules, either dda type or daa type, and they are further sub-grouped by the types of three neighbor (H-bonded) molecules as dda(s,t) and daa(s,t), s + t = 3. The stability of the isomers is related with the numbers of the eight sub-grouped molecules. In these clusters there are four types of the H bonds, and they are further divided to 49 sub-types of the H bonds when the neighbors of each of the H donor and H acceptor water molecules are taken into account. The H bond strengths are classified by these 49 sub-types. Based on the Mulliken's CT theory, the formulas for the CT contribution to the H bond energy are derived, and they explain the sub-type dependence of the H bond strength. This model theory can be extended to any H bonded networks of water molecules, and the works are in progress for hundreds of isomers of (H 2 O) 8 and (H 2 O) 12 , which include various H bonded networks. 52 The model theory with properly determined parameters could help to improve the empirical potential functions containing the influence of the H bonded chains and networks.
